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Keep Remote Employees
Protected with Carbon Black Cloud

In today’s changing world, unplanned events and travel
restrictions make it nearly impossible to continue “business as
usual.” To ensure your business can continue normal operations,
you need to enable your employees to work remotely and maintain
productivity, increase connectivity, and provide for continuous,
and most importantly secure access to applications across
endpoints. We’re here to help you protect all endpoints that
are accessing organizational assets remotely.
Cloud-native Endpoint Protection
VMware Carbon Black Cloud makes it easy to reduce the attack surface, prevent
malicious behavior, and respond to attacks no matter where the endpoints are located.

No Corporate Network Connection Needed
Remote work sometimes means unreliable network connections for your users. Even
if the network is unstable, your users will be protected. Traditional endpoint protection
does not update if it’s not connected to the corporate network. With the Carbon Black
Cloud, you can ensure ALL devices have the most up to date protection anywhere in the
world, anytime.

The VMware Carbon Black Cloud
delivers the entire protection cycle of
harden, prevent, detect, and respond
for endpoints and workloads spread
across the globe.
• Security operations has direct
access to all endpoints to remediate
any vulnerability or risky system
configuration, in real-time.
• Layered prevention stops known and
unknown malware and never-beforeseen attacks with machine learning
and behavioral analytics.
• Cloud native platform and single,
lightweight agent makes it easy to
secure your endpoints even when
both your workforce and your security
teams are operating remotely.

Greater Visibility
Traditionally, security teams have no visibility to devices out of the office. However, the
Carbon Black Cloud provides you with always on EDR, even when the device is out of
the office. Now, you’ll know what’s happening on every endpoint—regardless of where
in the world it is.

One Lightweight Agent

Securing Work from All Devices
Your workforce needs to be able to work from whatever device, and that might even
mean using less secure personal devices to access key corporate assets. The Carbon
Black Cloud can be quickly deployed to users’ personal devices to provide corporate
level protection and visibility delivered from the cloud.

Real-Time Device Assessment and Remediation
IT Ops teams need to be able to patch and configure devices remotely. With the
Carbon Black Cloud, teams can identify vulnerabilities, install patches and validate
configuration remotely via the cloud; giving you the confidence that every endpoint
is up to date on the latest policies and secure.
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LEARN MORE

VMware Carbon Black protects
employees and enables security teams
to operate effectively without stepping
foot in an office. Start learning more,
visit CarbonBlack.com

In turbulent times, your Security Operations teams may also be working remotely,
and traditional on-premise security tools are difficult to access and operate.
The Carbon Black Cloud is cloud delivered and can be accessed easily by security
teams working remotely. Making everyone’s jobs a little bit easier when you really
need it.
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